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HARDWARE DESIGN GUIDE FOR GARDNER-DENVER 
"WIRE- WRAP" EQUIPMENT 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Shortly after the end of World War II, the telephone industry was ready 
to utilize a new concept in telephone relays. These relays were designed 
with pin-type terlTIinals which required a new connecting lTIethod because 
of space lilTIitations. Those studying the problelTI realized that the solu
tion involved twisting the wire and terlTIinal together or wrapping the wire 
around the terlTIinal. It soon becalTIe apparent that the wrapping process 
was the logical solution. 

Final tool developlTIent stelTIlTIed frolTI close co-operation of Bell Tele
phone Laboratories, Western Electric COlTIpany, and the Gardner-Denver 
COlTIpany. Since this initial developlTIent, Gardner-Denver engineers have 
refined the solderless wrapping process and the tools used to lTIake the con
nections. The lTIost recent advance of the process is the autolTIatic "Wire
Wrap" lTIachine. 

As the solderless process becalTIe lTIore and lTIore popular, the nUlTIber of 
cOlTIponent suppliers increased. With the increased nUlTIber of cOlTIponent 
suppliers, the types and styles of cOlTIponents have also pyralTIided. Unfor
tunately' they are not all as cOlTIpatible to the portable lIWire- Wrap" tool 
and the autolTIatic lTIachine wrapping process as they lTIight be. To assist 
in the selection of the cOlTIponents that are lTIost cOlTIpatible for the solder
less process, the Gardner-Denver COlTIpany has prepared this lTIanual 
containing the design paralTIeters for terlTIinals, hardware, and wire that 
is to be used with portable "Wire-Wrap" tools and autolTIatic lIWire- Wrap" 
lTIachine s . 

II. HAND HELD "WIRE-WRAP" TOOLS 

"Wire- Wrap" tools have proven their worth in the electronics industry for 
SOlTIe ten years. In the billions of finished connections which have been 
lTIade in that tilTIe, there has never been a reported electrical connection 
failure. With solderless wrapping, the user can expect fast, reliable con
nections. The tilTIe cycle for the cOlTIp1ete wrapping sequence is approxi
lTIately three seconds with the actual wrapping requiring about one-tenth 
of a sec.ond. By elilTIinating the use of solder, the user avoids therlTIal dalTI
age to heat sensitive lTIaterials, hazards of hot soldering irons, fires and 
burns to personnel, soldering fumes and splashes, resin joints, cold solder 
joints, stress concentration which leads to broken connections, and the ex
pense of costly solders. Most users report a cost savings per connection 

of 50% or better. 
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The Gardner-Denver hand tool product line includes tools from the manual 
"Wire- Wrap" tools (similar to a hand screwdriver) to air and electrically 
operated tools (similar in appearance to a pistol type gun). In the gun-type 
tools, the wrapping bit is either turned with a manually operated gear mech
anism, by an air motor, by an electric motor with a 11 O-volt source, or 
by a small electric motor which is powered by rechargeable batteries. 

The design engineer in designing a circuit finds that a certain size wire 
must be used to meet the electrical requirements of the circuit. After the 
wire size has been chosen, consideration must be given to the selection of 
a terminal not only to meet the physical requirements of the connection but 
also to meet the space limitations imposed upon the application. In choosing 
a terminal, consideration should be given to the size of wrapping bit that 
will be required to wrap the particular terminal and wire combination. It 
is the combination of the stationary sleeve O. D. plus the eccentricity of the 
terminal hole to wrapping bit that determines the minimum grid or ter
minal spacing. To understand this more clearly refer to Fig. 1 which 
shows a dimension" R". 

FIG. I 

Fig. 1 is to be used in conjunction with Table "A". The dimension "R" is 
referred to as the" effective radius" and is the radius of the minimum area 
around the center of the terminal, which must be clear to accommodate the 
wrapping bit and sleeve used with a specified terminal and wire size. 

Table "A" gives the effective radius "R!! dimensions for the most commonly 
used combinations of wire and terminal sizes. 
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TABLE A 

Wire Ga. Req. Common Terminal Sizes Effective Radius" R" 

• 020" sq. 

· 025" sq. 
30-32 

· 0 1 0" x . 020" · 081 

· 016" x . 032" 

· 035" x .050" 
26 · 045" sq. • 104 

· 031" x .062" 

· 035" x .050" 
24 .045" sq. .104 

· 031" x . 062" 

· 035" x .050" 
22 • 045" sq. · 125 

.03lt' x .062" 

20 
• 045" sq. 

· 150 
· 031" x . 062" 

18 · 062" sq. 
· 1 70 

· 062" x . 093" 

16 
· 080" sq. 

· 062" x • 093" · 257 

14 
.125" sq. 

· 288 
· 093" x . 125" 

When the combination of wire and terminal sizes shown in Table "A" 
are not suitable for a particular application, it is sugge sted that all 
information concerning the application be submitted to the neare st 
Gardner-Denver representative for his comments. This time spent may 
save the user thousands of dollars. 
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Once the terminal or grid spacing has been tentatively picked, thought 
should be given to whether the spacing is compatible for automatic ma
chine wrapping. Your future production requirements might dictate the 
necessity of automatic machine wrapping. Considerable amounts of time 
and money could be saved with a little forethought at this point. 

III. AUTOMATIC" WIRE - WRAP" MACHINE 

The Gardner-Denver Automatic "Wire-Wrapll Machine is a unit designed 
for automatically attaching interconnecting wiring with solderless wrapped 
connections. Products wrapped are any electronic or electrical assemblies, 
which have a modular terminal arrangement with the terminals on a common 
plane. This machine is capable of interconnecting terminals within a given 
area using a variety of wiring patterns. The machine consists of movable 
carriages containing wrapping tool assemblies and dressing fingers that are 
positioned at modular points to give the desired wire pattern. 

There are four basic models available. They are the 14F - 15 x 15 x . 125, 
the 14F - 20 x 20 x . 200, the 14F - 22 x 22 x . 025, and the 14U - 22 x 22 ma
chines. The 14F - 15 x 15 x . 125 and the 14F - 20 x 20 x . 200 model ma
chines have what is termed a fixed grid. The 14F - 15 x 15 x . 125 can posi
tion only on . 125" increments, and the 14F - 20 x 20 x .200 positions only 
on . 200" increments. The 14F - 22 x 22 x . 025 machine, often referred to 
as our universal model, is capable of positioning on any grid as long as it 
is some increment of . 025". We refer to this. 025" dimension as the basic 
grid for this machine. The basic grid could also be furnished to some other 
positioning increment, such as 1/32 11

, or 1 millimeter, if a customer so 
desired. The 14U - 22 x 22 model "Wire-Wrap" Machine is an economy ver
sion of our universal "Wire-Wrap" machine. It can be built to position on 
either. 025", . 031", . 050", . 062", or 1 millimeter increments. The major 
difference between the machines is that the 14U 1 has one dressing finger, 
the 14U2 has two dressing fingers, while the 14F has four dressing fingers. 

All models are designed to handle 24-gauge solid conductor wire with PVC, 
nylon-jacketed PVC, "Kynar", nylon-jacketed "Teflon" or "Teflon" insu
lated wire. These machines can be modified to wrap 22-, 26-, 28-, or 
30 - gauge wire as well. 

The largest of these machines is capable of interconnecting any two points 
on a panel in a terminal area up to 22" X 22". By longitudinally shifting 
the panel, this machine is capable of wrapping a total area of up to 
22" x 42". In effect, the wrapping can be done on the larger area by over
lapping 22" x 22" areas. 
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IV. TERMINALS 

The Gardner-Denver Company is concerned only with the wrappable por
tion of the terminal since the customer's application dictates the type of 
terminal contact required. Therefore, the following design parameters 
are for only the wrapped portion of the terminal. 

Any terminal that has at least two sharp edges crosswise to the axis of 
the wire is usually suitable for making a "Wire-Wrap" connection with 
hand tools. Types of terminals in everyday use include square, rec
tangular, embossed, serrated, V -type, coined twisted wire, and square 
drawn wire. Square terminals offer some advantages over the other 
types. Although the advantages gained are not always significant when 
making "Wire- Wrap" connections with a hand-held tool, they become of 
major importance with the use of automatic "Wire- Wrap" machines. 
Some of these advantages are as follows: 

1. The natural wrapping motion of a wire on a square terminal is in a 
circular pattern. A rectangular cross section terminal, particu
larly one with a high-width-to-thickness ratio, results in an ellip
tical wrap with constant variation of radius. 

2. A rectangular cross section, which causes an elliptical pattern, 
results in the possibility of the tip of the wire being wrapped pro-
j ecting from the pattern. This condition is referred to as a pigtail 
(refer to Fig. 2). This is less likely to occur with the circular 
wrap which circumscribes the square cross section. 

TOO MUCH 
PIGTAIL 
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3. A square cross section has a more uniform section modulus in all 
directions. This is more useful in initially positioning the terminal 
relative to its true position and also tends to make the terminal more 
rigid during the wrapping operation where straight jumper wires have 
a tendency to toe in the terminals due to the opposite rotation of wrap
ping bits. 

4. The square crO$S section has far less tendency to twist about its 
axis than does the rectangular cross section. 

5. The square terminal is more conducive to a symmetrically pointed 
tip for lead-in to the wrapping bits on a "Wire- Wrap" machine. 

6. The strip force values obtained on square terminals are usually more 
consistent than those obtained from rectangular terminals of similar 
cross-sectional area and edge radius. 

7. Wrapping bit life is increased when square terminals are used. 

Terminals must be of sufficient strength to withstand the torsion of wrap
ping the wire. They should be designed to fit the terminal hole diameter 
of the wrapping bit. The diagonal of the terminal should be no greater than 
the wrapping bit terminal hole diameter minus. 005". As a general rule, 
the terminal tickness should not be less than one wire diameter, and the 
terminal width should not be more than double the terminal thicknes s. The 
maximum terminal width should not be more than 3-1/2 times the conduc
tor diameter. (For example, the maximum terminal size for 24-gauge 
would be • 035" x • 070".) Refer to Table" A" for recommended terminal 
sizes. 

Each 24-gauge "Wire-Wrap" connection requires approximately 1 /4" of 
wrappable terminal length. Wrappable terminal length is defined as the 
length of terminal which has a full cross-sectional area available for wrap
ping after completion of all operations prior to wrapping. It is recom
mended that the terminal be made long enough to accommodate the two 
wraps that will be used in production, plus enough length to accommodate 
an additional wrap in the event that there is an engineering change. 
Attachment 1 (refer to last page) gives the formulas for calculating wrap
pable terminal length for various wire gauge s. 
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Corner radii of the terminals should not exceed. 003". Maximum edge 
burrs should not exceed. 0015". 

The most common and successful materials that are used in making ter
minals are copper, beryllium copper, plated steel, copper nickel, tinned 
and untinned brass, phosphur bronze, and nickel silver alloys. 

Certain finishes, particularly hard gold plate, tend to lower the force 
nece s sary to slide or move the wrapped connection on the terminal post. 
To compensate for the reduction in stripping force, the wire must be 
wrapped under greater tension, thus requiring tighter proces s control 
and reducing bit life. 

Plating is not a requirement for a reliable wrapped connection; however, 
terminals are usually plated for one of the following reasons: 

1. Tin plated wire is used in applications where wiring changes or 
repair in the field will be made by soldering. 

2. Where the opposite end of the wrap post is a plug-in type contact, 
gold plating is used for increased contact reliability. 

As long as minimum adjacent dimensions are not violated, the tolerance 
on the location of the terminal to be wrapped is not critical when using 
hand-held wrapping tools. However, the true position tolerance of the 
terminal is extremely critical when wrapping with an automatic machine. 
This will be more fully discussed under "Hardware". 

It is recommended that a taper be provided on the terminal tip. For hand
held tools the terminal tip should have a maximum flat approximately one
third the size of the terminal cross section. The purpose of this taper is 
to as sist the operator in getting the terminal into the terminal hole of the 
wrapping bit. This, in turn, will increase the overall process efficiency. 

The maximum tip flat for terminals used in machine wrapping 24-gauge 
wire is . 015" x .015". For 30-gauge machine wrapping, terminals should 
have a maximum tip flat of . 010" x . 010". 
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v. HARDWARE 

When designing hardware that will be lTIachine wrapped, consideration 
should be given to the design in order not to ilTIpair the efficiency of the 
lTIachine wrapping process. Factors are proper terminal location, ter
lTIinal strength, and excessive wire density on certain types of circuitry. 
Since the "Wire-Wrap" lTIachine is designed to position on a grid systelTI, 
the terlTIinals within the panel must be placed on a grid systelTI that is 
cOlTIpatible with the" Wire - Wrap" lTIachine. The two grid systelTIs that 
are cOlTIlTIonly used with 24-gauge wire (the size wire used on nearly all 
autolTIatic lTIachine wrapping to date) are a .200" square and a .250" stag
gered grid arrangelTIent. 

In choosing the grid systelTI, it lTIust be kept in mind that there should be 
sufficient channel width between the terlTIinal rows to allow for placement 
of the wires in the channels, since the wire patterns are forlTIed above the 
terlTIinals and laid down into the terlTIinal lTIass after forlTIation. For 24-
gauge wire, we recomlTIend a lTIinimum. channel width (the clearance be
tween two terlTIinal rows) of . 150". 

It lTIust be relTIelTIbered that the distance between each wrapping tool and 
its own dressing fingers in the "X" direction is constant and is deterlTIined 
by the terlTIinal spacing. Refer to Fig. 3. The constant dilTIension for the 
14F - 15 x 15 x .125 is .250", and the 14F - 20 x 20 x .200 is .200". The 
constant dimension for the 14F - 22 x 22 x .025 and 14U - 22 x 22 can be 
e i th e r • 2 0 0 tI 0 r . 2 50" . 

AT 
o o 

CONSTANT 
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BT 

CONSTANT 

AT = "A" WRAP TOOL 

BT = "B" WRAP TOOL 

AFD = "A" FRONT DRESSING FINGER 

BFD = "B" FRONT DRESSING FINGER 

FIG. 3 
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Therefore, to obtain lTIaxiInulTI versatility of the lTIachine, the grid in "X" 
direction should be SOlTIe ratio of the grid in the "Y" direction, such as 
1:1, 1:2, 1:3, etc. This will allow use of dressing fingers in all four table 
rotational positions (TRP) on square or rectangular grids. 

Staggered grids, such as the. 250" staggered grid shown in Fig. 4, do not 
perlTIit the dressing fingers to be used on all pins in all TRP's; however, 
by the proper s election of wire patterns and TRP positions, any two pins 
within the wrap area can be interconnected. 

A B C 0 E F G H Y 

I I I I 
0 0 0 0-1 

,0 0 0 0-- 2 

1/4 

1-0 0 0 0- 3 
X 

1/4 L 1-0 0 0 0-- 4 

l:"/,j FIG. 4 

The constant distance between each tool and its dressing finger when using 
the.250" staggered grid is .250". For exalTIple, suppose pins A2 and F1 
were to be interconnected. Since these two pins cannot be directly inter
connected because of pins being in the way, a dres sing finger lTIust be used. 
Fig. 5A shows a dressing finger positioned over pin B3. This pattern can
not be wrapped this way since the rule stating that "the distance between 
each wrapping tool and its dressing fingers in the "X" direction is constant" 
has been violated. 

ABCDEFGH Y ABCDEFGH Y 

111~1!-1 A~Tll-: AT~ . ST._ 2 
AFD I AFD o 0 0 0--3 o 0 0 0--3 

j L.125 · 
0--4 X 0 0 0 0--4 

J L,so X 

FIG. SA 
I FRONT OF MACH. I 

FIG.5B 
1 FRONT OF MACH. I 
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Pins A2 and Fl can be interconnected using pin C2 as a dressing finger 
position, since we now meet the requirement of having an "X" separation 
between the wrap tool and the dressing finger of .250" (the constant for 
the.250" staggered grid). Refer to Fig. 5B. By the proper selection of 
wire patterns and TRP positions, any two pins within the wrap area of the 
machine can be interconnected using the. 250" staggered grid. 

Each of the aforementioned grid systems have distinct advantages. The 
• 2" square grid system allows for greater pin density in a given area; 
however, the wiring is limited to straight "X" and straight "Y" directions, 
as diagonal channel widths are not sufficient to allow for successful place
ment of the wire in the channel. Refer to Attachment 2, Sheet #80101 7. 
The.250" staggered grid system achieves less pin density in a given area; 
however, it does have a greater channel width which allows for diagonal 
wiring with sufficient channel width. This is advantageous in circuits where 
electrical nois e and eros stalk problems are critical as there is les spar
allel wiring within a given channel. Refer to Attachment 3, Sheet #801015. 

If a staggered grid is chosen and rectangular pins rather than square pins 
are used, it is recommended that the pins be positioned in the relationship 
shown in Fig. 6. This relationship allows for maximum channel width. 

to CJ Cl 

x 

t-D D D 

x 

Lo 0 Cl 

1/2 x xJ 
FIG.6 

The interest in miniature wrapping of micro-modules has prompted the 
Gardner-Denver Company to develop machine components capable of 
wrapping 30-gauge wire. At the present time, the smallest grid that can 
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, 011 
i? 10 

be machine wrapped using 30-gauge wire is the .:~" square grid. Other 
suggested grids are the. 150" square and • 1501~\ st§Ygg~r7(d. Until a major 
technological brea~through is made in the area of1§-o"'rfl)fonent manufacturing, 

, I. (),~? 1/ 

it looks as if the .:±i:5" square grid is adequate for the present state of art. 
Customers generally arrive at . 150" or . 125'1 grids after a complete pack-
aging study. It t)~ I 10 () I( 

There are two basic types of panels available. They are the plate-type 
panel and the connector-block type panel. The plate-type panel is usually 
made from metal or one of the synthetic materials now available. The 
panel size is usually determined by either customer's application or the 
capability of the "Wire-Wrap" machine to accept the panel. In cases where 
metal plates are us ed, holes are usually punched or drilled on a grid to 
relatively close tolerances. Each terminal is inserted in its own insulator 
and the insulated terminal then ins erted into the punched holes in the panel. 

Since the synthetic material used in making the panel is non-conductive, the 
terminal can be inserted directly into the panel. Some method of staking 
the terminal in position must be provided. Temperature and humidity have 
an effect on some of the synthetics; therefore, it is essential that all toler
ances be kept to a minimum. 

In the connector-block type panel, terminals are inserted or molded in 
connector blocks. The connector block is usually molded from one of the 
synthetics. Each of these connector blocks has some type of locating device 
since they must be located accurately within a frame and as sembled to make 
a panel. Fig. 7 shows a typical method of locating connector blocks. 

I 
I 

TERMINAL ~ 
AREA 5J 

t===~ 
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This method employs the use of two molded holes, one of which has been 
elongated to compensate for the shrinkage that may occur during the 
molding process. 

The blocks are then placed in an assembly fixture. This fixture has a 
series of pins which locate the blocks in proper relationship to a common 
point on the assembly fixture. A fram.e is then assem.bled around the 
blocks, holding them in their proper relationship and forming a complete 
panel. Normal manufacturing tolerance for the pins within a block is 
+.012" and±. 003" for locating the block within the panel assembly. 

Whether the plate-type or connector-block type concept is used, the 
as sembled panel should be flat and straight within. 030" over its entire 
length. The terminal location tolerance within the panel must be held to 
a minimum for efficient production results. For consistrnt engagement 
of the terminals by the wrapping tools, the terminals must be located within 
.030" TRUE POSITION of a common reference point on the panel. For an 
explanation of "True Position Tolerancing" refer to MIL-STD-BB, dated 
16 November 1959. 

To accomplish the terminal location tolerance requirement, the terminals 
or connector blocks must be located in the panel with re spect to a common 
reference point. This same reference point should be used for locating the 
panel within the" Wire - Wrap" machine to eliminate tolerance build-up. 
This may be accomplished in the plate-type concept by designing the panel 
so that it has two. 312" or .375" holes located near the extremities of the 
panel diagonal, as shown in Fig. B. This can be accomplished in the 
connector-block concept by either using the same method used in the plate
type concept or ass'embling the frame around the connector blocks and 
using the holes in the connectors for locating the panel within the machine. 

LOCATING HOLE 

I --I 
I PIN AREA I 

L __ ~ 
LOCATING HOLE 

FIG. 8 

One of the two holes should be designated as the com.mon reference point 
and used for all terminal and connector block locating. 
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The lTIaxilTIulTI panel size and lTIaxilTIulTI wrap area that the four" Wire
Wrap" lTI~chine lTIodels are capable of accepting are as follows: 

Model No. 

14U - 22 x 22 
14F-15xI5x.125 
14F - 20 x 20 x .200 
14F - 22 x 22 x . 025 

MaxilTIUlTI Panel Size 

24" x 24" 
22-5/8" x 39-1/8" 
22-1/2" x 40-1/2" 
24" x 44" 

MaxilTIUlTI Wrap Area 

22" x 22" 
15-5/8" x 32-1/8" 
1 9. 8" x 37. 8" 
22" x 42" 

The carriages in the lTIachine are designed to clear the top of the terlTIi
nals by 1/8"; therefore, it is advisable to keep the wrap side of the panel 
free frolTI any protrusions such as panel stiffeners or lTIounting brackets 
that lTIight obstruct the operator's vision. The over-all process effi
ciency will be increased since the operator will be able to detect and 
correct lTIinor lTIalfunctions before they lead to lTIachine downtilTIe. 

Hardware for lTIiniature wrapping (30-gauge) is silTIilar to that of standard 
hardware except the tolerances on terlTIinallocation .are closer. For con
s is tent engagelTIent of the te rlTIinals by the wr apping tools, the te rlTIinals 
lTIust be located within. 020" TRUE POSITION of a COlTIlTIon reference point 
on the panel. 

We recolTIlTIend a .025" square terlTIinal for use with a . 125" square, .150" 
square, or .150" staggered grid. One-half inch of wrappable terlTIinallength 
will allow three levels of connections with. 350" of wrappable terlTIinal length 
being required for two levels of connections. 

VI. WIRE 

Wire used in hand tool applications should be a solid conductor such as 
copper, brass, nickel iron, or nickel. Most wires are tin plated, with 
tin plated solid copper the lTIost widely used. Stranded wire can be 
wrapped but it should be soldered for perlTIanency. 

Wire insulation lTIay be of any of the types generally accepted for electrical 
use for hand tool applications. Since all leads lTIust be stripped of insulation 
prior to wrapping, easy to relTIove insulation is preferred. 
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Minimum wire elongation for solid conductor copper wire should be 
approximately 150/0 for 26- and 24-gauge, and approximately 20% for 22-
and 20-gauge. 

"Wire-Wrap" machines are designed to handle 24-gauge solid conductor 
wire with nylon-jacketed PVC, PVC, "Kynar"" nylon-jacketed" Teflon"" 
or "Teflon" insulated wire. It is recommended that the nominal diameter 
over the insulation be held to . 042" with a maximum tolerance of + . 002" 
for" Teflon" insulated wire. The recommended nominal dianleter over 
the insulation is • 045" with a maximulTI toltirance of +. 0015" for nylon
jacketed wire. The recommended nominal diameter for "Kynar" insulated 
wire is .042" with a maximum tolerance of +. 0015". Recent developments 
indicate that we may be able to handle broader wire insulation O. D. toler
ance s in the near future. 

Since the Gardner-Denver COlTIpany's prilTIary interest in wire lies in the 
area of suitability for lTIachine wrapping, we feel that our recommendations 
should be made in this area only. Any electrical characteristics which the 
wire must possess should be specified by the user. The following are the 
recommendations as to the properties 24-gauge solid conductor copper wire 
should possess to make a lTIechanically strong connection: 

1. Tensile Strength 

The tensile strength should be approximately 30,000-40,000 psi. 

2. Outside Diameter of Conductor 

The outside diameter of the conductor should be .0201" +.0006" -.0002" 
with the overall tolerance variation for a particular spool not to exceed 
. 0003". 

3. Elongation 

Insulations extruded at low temperatures are normally put on tin-plated 
copper conductors with the elongation of the completed wire being a 
minimum of 15%. High temperature extruded insulations, such as TFE 
"Teflon" are put on either silver-plated or nickel-plated copper conductors 
with the elongation of the completed wire being between 220/0 and 38%. This 
increase in elongation is caused by the conductor being annealed during 
the extrusion process. 
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4. Insulation Outside Diam.eter 

The nom.inal diam.eter over the insulation of "Teflon" insulated wire 
should be held to . 042" with a m.axim.um. tolerance of +. 002". The 
nom.inal diam.eter over the insulation for nylon-jacketed PVC, sem.i
rigid PVC wire should be . 045" with a m.axim.um. tolerance of + • 0015". 
The recom.m.ended nom.inal diam.eter of "Kynar" insulated wire is 
. 042" with a m.axim.um. tolerance of +.0015". 

5. Insulation Concentricity 

The m.inim.um. thickness of insulation shall be not less than 80% of 
the m.axim.um. thickness at a particular cross section. 

6. Insulation Elongation 

The insulation elongation should be not less than 1250/0. 

7. Insulation Bond Strength 

The bond strength should be such that a force of 3/4 to 4 pounds, 
applied under constant pressure, will strip a three-inch long piece 
of insulation off the conductor. 

8. Wire Packaging 

It is recom.m.ended that wire be furnished in a barrel pack, with the 
barrel diam.eter being approxim.ately 20" and the m.inim.um. diam.eter 
of the coil, 13". Wire can also be furnished on spools; however, it 
is recom.m.ended that the m.inim.um. core diam.eter of the spool be held 
to 12". 

9. Minim.um. Curl of Wire 

When a 30" length of wire is cut from. a barrel or spool, the wire, 
when lying unrestrained on a sm.ooth, flat surface, shall not curl up 
to a diam.ete r of Ie s s than lO inche s wi thin one m.inute at am.bient 
tem.peratures. This specification prevents wire m.anufacturers from. 
taking wire from. a spool with a core diam.eter less than the recom.
m.ended diam.eter and rewinding it on a spool that will m.eet the core 
diam.eter requirem.ents, since m.ost wire has a characteristic referred 
to as "m.em.ory" and will try to return to its original shape. 
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AIR TOO L S ENGINEERED TO INDUSTRY 

For machine wrapping 3D-gauge wire we recommend a high tensile 
alloy conductor such as copper coated steel core, or zirconium 
copper. The tensile strength of the conductor should be a minimum 
of 50, 000 PSI. The insulation should be a homogenous material 
rather than jacketed with an outside diameter of • 021" +. 001". 

VII. SUMMAR Y 

This manual has been prepared listing the design parameters for terminals, 
hardware, and wire that will be used with "Wire-Wrap" hand tools and auto
matic "Wire- Wrap" machines. Undoubtedly there will be questions on cer
tain areas of the manual or special applications that the manual does not 
cover. Any questions or requests for information on special applications 
can be forwarded to the Gardner-Denver Company, "Wire-Wrap" Division, 
Grand Haven, Michigan. 
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TOO L S ENGINEERED TO INDUSTRY 

Minimum Wrapping Length 

A. Terminals wrapped with conventional solderless connections should 
have a minimum wrapping length calculated as follows: 

LB = Minimum wrapping length for the required number of connections 
which does not include tip or base configurations or tolerances on 
te rminal length. 

N = Number of connections to be made on the terminal. 

nl = Maximum number of turns of uninsulated wire per connection. 

d 1 = Nominal diameter of uninsulated wire. 

s = Space allowance between adjacent turns within a connection. 

S = Space allowance between adjacent connections. 

B. Terminals wrapped with modified~:~ solderless wrapped connections 
should have a minimum wrapping length calculated as follows: 

LA = N[dlnl + nZdZ + s(nl + nzl + sJ 
LA = Minimum wrapping length for the required number of connections 

which does not include tip or base configurations or tolerances on 
terminal length. 

N = Number of connections to be made on the terminal. 

n 1 = Maximum number of turns of uninsulated wire per connection. 

n2 = Maximum number of insulated turns per connection. 

d 1 = Nominal diameter of uninsulated wire. 

d 2 = Nominal diameter of insulated wire. 

s = Space allowance between adjacent turns within a connection. 

S -. Space allowance between adjacent connections. 

~:~ A modified solderless wrapped connection provides a wrapped portion of 
insulation (usually 1/2 to 2 turns) around the terminal in addition to wrapping 
the stripped wire. Modified wraps are used for additional resistance to vibration. 
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ABOVE WIRING PATTERNS MUST 
MAINTAIN RELATIONSHIP WITH 
TERMI NAL GRJD PATTERN AS 
SHOW~. 

® 
DEGREES '" PERPENDICULAR SURFACES TO IE SQUARE WITHIN GEOMETliC SYMBOLS pER MIL·STD·SA 

JFlNISH T. I. I. BRFAK SHAIP EDGES .010 MAX. & MACHINED FIUETS .010 TO .025 - MACHINED SURFACES 

.02.5 Mocl.JL.c. 
WIRING PATTERNS 
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UNITED STATES 

and 

MEXICO 

CANADA 

INTERNATIONAL 

FACTORIES 

SA LES AND SERVICE OFFICES 

ATLANTA, GEORGIA - 1114 W. Peachtre. St. , N.W. 
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA - 817 Green Springs Highway, 

P. O. Box 6042 
BOSTON (NEEDHAM HEIGHTS), MASSACHUSETTS· 

'65 Crawford St. 
BUFFALO, NEW YORK· 4532 Bailey Ave. 
BUTTE, MONTANA· 215 East Pork 51. 
CASPER, WYOMING - 502 N. Fenway 
CHICAGO (BROADVIEW), ILLINOIS - 2535 S. 25th Ave. 
CINCINNATI, OHIO - 2327 Pork Ave. 
CLEVELAND, OHIO - 5400 Worner Rood 
CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS - P. O. Box 5057, 4522 

Baldwin Blvd. 
DALLAS, TEXAS - 7125 Harry Hines Blvd., P. O. Box 35106 
DENVER, COLORADO - 1727 E. 39th Ave., P. O. Box 1020 
DETROIT (OAK PARK), MICHIGAN - 12700 Capitol Ave. 

P. O. Box 3707 
DULUTH, MINNESOTA - 521 E. Superior St. 
EL PASO, TEXAS - 1704 E. Paisano Dr., P. 0 Box 10260 
GRAND JUNCTION, COLORADO - 2909 N. Ave. 
HARTFORD (NEWINGTON), CONNECTICUT - 2525 Berlin 

Turnpike, P. o. Box 204 
HOUSTON, TEXAS - 3325 South Rice Ave., P. O. Box 6705 
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA - 3957 S. Meridian 
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN - 2403 Helen Ave., P. O. Box 2586 
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI· 309 W. 79 Terrace 
KNOXVILL E, TENNESSEE - 709 N. Fifth Ave., P. O. Bax 3236 
LAFAYETTE, LOUISIANA - 1022 Auburn St. 

LOS ANGELES, C~ LI FORNII\ - 7654 E. Slauson Ave. 
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY - 2003 Crum's Lone - Sh ively, 

P. O. Box 16038 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN - 5148 N. Teutania Ave. 
MINN EAPOLIS, MINNESOTA - 1701 W. 80th St. 
NEW ORLEANS (HARVEY), LOUISIANA - 1100 Destrehan Ave. 
NEW YORK DOMEST IC (TETERBORO, NEW JERSEY), 

700 Huyler St. 
ODESSA, TEXAS· P. O. Box 6467, East Highway 80 
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA - 2200 South Prospect Ave., 

P. O. Box 94636 
PHILADELPHIA (HORSHAM), PENNSYLVAN IA - 406 ·.caredean 

Drive 
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA· 520 McNei ll y Rood 
QUINCY, ILLINOIS· Gardner Expressway 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA· 3917 W. Franklin St. 
ST. LOUIS (HAZELWOOD), MISSOURI· 6011 N. Lindbergh 

Blvd. 
SAL T LAKE CITY, UTAH· 113 W. Second South St. 
SAN FRANCISCO (SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO), CALIFORNIA " 

144 W. Horri sAve. 
SEA TTLE, WASHINGTON· 615 Eighth Ave., South 
SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA· 1025 Jos eph Street, P. O. Box 7341 
TULSA, OKLAHOMA· 6746 E. 11th St. 
WALLACE, IDAHO· Samuels Hotel Bldg., 408 7th St., 

P. o. Box 788 
WASHINGTON D.e. - 6200 Chillum Place, N.W. . 
WICHITA, KANSAS· 6631 E. Kellogg, Suite 21 3, P. O. Box 3041 

MEXICO CITY 6, D.F. MEXICO, Apartada 575, Verso lies y Marsella 8 

GARDNER·DENVER WESTERN HEMISPHERE CO., NEW YORK, NEW YORK 

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION - NEW YORK, 233 Broad;'ay, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 

GARDNER-DENVER COMPANY (CANADA), LIMITED 

EDMONTON, AL BERTA, 14415· 114 Ave. 
KIRKLAND LAKE, ONTARIO, 61·A Pro spect Ave. 
MONCTON, NEW BRUNSWI CK, East Main St. 
MONTREAL 28, QUEBEC, 5825 St. James St., West 
NELSON, BRITISH COLUMBIA, 745 Boker St. 

SEPT·ISLES, QUEBEC, 295 rue Jaliette 
SUBBURY, ONTARIO, 1869 LaSalle Blvd., East 
TORONTO 16, ONTARIO, 14 Curity Ave. 
VANCOUVER 9, BRITISH COLUMBIA, Ins Pine St. 
WINNI PEG 21 , MANITOBA, 1370 Sargent Ave. 

GARDNER·DENVER INTERNATIONAL · QUINCY, ILLINOIS 
GARDNER·DENVER CO. (BELGIUM) S.A. . BRUSSELS, BELGIUM 

GARDNER·DFNVER COMPANY SVENSKA AB • STOCKHOLM. SWEDEN 
GARDNER-DENVER do BRAZIL, S. A .. RIO de JANEIRO, BELO HORIZONTE, SAO PAULO, BRAZIL 

GARDNER-DENVER WESTERN HEMISPHERE COMPANY. BARRANQUILLA, COLOMBIA 
GARDNER·DENVER WESTERN HEMISPHERE COMPANY· LIMA, PERU 
GARDNER-DENVER' ARGENT INA, S. A .. BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA 

GARDNER·DENVER COMPANY - c/o MAURICIO HOCHSCHILD S.A.I.e., SANTI AGO, CHILE 
GARDNER·DENVER (AUSTRALIA) PTY. LTD .. SYDNEY, BRISBANE, VICTORIA, PERTH, ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA 

GARDNER·DENVER CO. AFRICA (PTY.) LTD .. JOHANNESBURG, REP. OF SOUTH AFRIq. 
GARDNER·DENVER CO. AFRICA (PTY.) LTD .. NDOLA, NORTHERN RHODESIA 

GARDNER·DENVER CO. AFRICA (PTY.) LTD . . SALISBURY, SOUTHERN RHODESIA 

DALLAS, TEXAS 
DENVER, COLORADO 

GRAND HAVEN, MICHIGAN 
LA GRANGE, MISSOURI 

QUINCY, ILLINOIS 

REED CITY, MICHIGAN 
YORK, PENNSYLVANIA 

JOHANNESBURG, S. AFRICA 
WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO, CANADA 

WESTHAUSEN, GERMANY 

GARDNER-DENVER COMPANY 
QUINCY, ILLINOIS 

L ITH O.IN U. S. A. 


